Musicals, a part of the arts, have potential in the STEAM curriculum. A long history of stage, film and television musicals are present within popular culture. Musicals can foster STEAM especially in terms of the technical aspects of theatre, cinema and television production. STEAM educators can utilize show tunes and themes to frame lessons as outlined in a number of examples. A description of a high school curriculum integration program provides examples of how school musicals can foster STEAM areas. These musicals illustrate how STEAM instructors can capitalize on musicals with their students.
Introduction
The A of STEAM is a welcome addition to the original STEM concept. Musicals, a prime component of the arts and popular culture, can be integrated into an interdisciplinary STEAM curriculum. This article addresses musicals as a part of the arts and their contribution to the STEAM curriculum. It then outlines a brief history of musicals on both stage and screen. The next section goes into all five components of the STEAM umbrella and is followed by curricular frames outlining specific musicals and show tunes and how they may help delineate STEAM instruction.
Musicals and the Arts
Musicals in themselves are worthy of study as an important part of the performing arts and popular culture. Students trained in STEAM can be equipped to work in theatre, film or television production that involve musicals because they will understand the nature of musicals, their structure and the scientific and artistic elements involved in producing them. Sousa & Pilecki (2018) outline specific forms of art that can be treated in the STEAM curriculum including music, visual arts and drama. Musicals foster arts standards such as visual arts, music, theatre and dance.
Musicals exemplify both creativity and divergent thinking. Consider the hundreds of musicals created over the past century and a half; students can learn about the creative process and divergent thinking by analyzing musicals, their creation and their musical scores. Musicals also promote interdisciplinary learning not only in STEAM but in other subjects as well because of the variety of themes and settings present. Musicals enable personalized learning and promote project-based learning (see Mason 2018b) .
Musicals: A Brief History
While plays with music can be traced back centuries, the unique American form is generally traced back to the middle 1800s (Stempel, 2010 Keith Mason posing for a publicity photo for a school production of Hello, Dolly!
The STEAM Curriculum
By the year 2022, there will be one million job openings in STEM fields according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Sousa & Pilecki (2018) argue that STEM by itself has not shown a significant influence on student achievement and argue that the addition of the A or arts to STEM is what can potentially be a game changer for student achievement and creativity. Harper (2017) also promotes STEAM and Rajan (2016) promotes musical theatre for academic learning.
All five areas of the STEAM umbrella can be linked to musicals in the curriculum.
Science: Some musicals invite scientific lessons. For example, The Sound of Music invites students to explore Alpine-related themes (edelweiss flowers, the formation of the Alps, the geological study of the Alps). The Wizard of Oz invites the analysis of gems (emeralds, rubies) and poppies. Chitty Chitty Bang Bang could introduce students to inventors, car making, car racing, and candy making.
Technology:
The technical aspects of staging musical plays or producing films for cinema or television can be explored. Sound engineering and mixing, photography, editing, digital special effects and TV production are all possibilities.
Engineering:
Creating specific props such as the car for Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, hydraulic sets for musicals or Computer Assisted Design (CAD) of blueprints for scenic design or furniture could be explored.
Arts: Sets, costumes, make up, hair styles and production design all involve art and design.
Concepts of musicals are inherently artistic. Publicity posters, show graphics and show programs also encourage artistic creativity.
Mathematics: Set construction, timing for syncing music, measuring for sewing costumes and spatial understanding for painting, sculpture and set design all involve math.
At the high school level, I integrated our spring musicals into the curriculum. Musicals invite integration in specific subjects including the STEAM areas. I was involved with this type of integration eight times including initiatives and projects that promoted STEAM subjects.
Fabric arts projects promoted mathematical/logical, linguistic, spatial and intrapersonal intelligences as outlined in Gardner's Multiple Intelligences framework. Other projects that combined art and language included show programs, paper dolls of cast members with biographies, drawing, mural painting and food preparation tied to the time period of specific musicals. Lobby and cafeteria displays featured artwork and curricular projects.
The musicals initiative went beyond our school in a few positive ways. Teachers at other schools could benefit from our work by reading about it in magazine publications in educational magazines about the interdisciplinary musical and the Great American Songbook (Mason, 2002a , Mason, 2002b , Mason, 2015 . I wrote subject-specific articles bridging musicals to foreign languages (Mason, 2011) , fabric arts (Mason, 2017d) , language arts (Mason, 2002c) , and social studies (Mason, 2017a) . This article bridges musicals to STEAM encouraging the exploration of ways to utilize musicals for the technical aspects of producing stage and film musicals, as content rich resources for intradisciplinary and interdisciplinary learning and to expose students to multifaceted art forms known as musical theatre and musical film. Side Story. Hamilton is a recent article because of its phenomenal status and its potential for student learning, especially in history and music (Mason, 2017b) . The most gargantuan result of a program that began small is a book-length description of musicals across the curriculum that I am currently authoring.
Curriculum and Curricular Frames
Curriculum approaches such as concept-based curriculum (Erickson, 2008) The following ideas can be used tied to an entire musical:
• Create storyboards for a scene from a musical using technology
• Design a set for a musical using Computer Assisted Design (CAD) or a handmade model
• Choose a show tune and apply it to one of the STEAM disciplines through analysis
• Create paper dolls of famous scientists, engineers, tech experts, mathematicians
• Compose a character song in the style of a show tune to describe a paper doll figure
• Create lighting for a musical scene using colored lights through the art and science of light.
• Create a mural, fabric or digital quilt or other hands on options (see Mason, 2017d; Mason, 2018b) .
Outline a timeline for math practice tracing important events in Hamilton or another musical where the passage of time is important (e.g., 1776, Oklahoma!, Carousel).
Interdisciplinary quilt tied to a school production of Bye Bye Birdie
Show Tunes: General and Specific
Songs are an important component of musicals. Students could listen to show tunes or watch musical scenes to build listening and vocabulary skills. To make this more active, students could perform show tunes using electronic instruments or a combination of electronic and traditional instruments and also sing the lyrics.
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The STEAM Journal, Vol. 3, Iss. 2 [2018] Explore the creation of music boxes as problem-based learning using concepts from STEM.
Learn the song "Doll on a Music Box" as a singalong. Students learn about earthquakes and tremors.
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Summary
Because musicals are a key component of the arts, they are ideal for concept-based curriculum within the STEAM umbrella. The examples here can be adapted to the dozens of available musicals and can be particularly effective when linked to the staging of a school musical. The ideas here also allow framing instruction with show tunes and themes.
